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LOGARITHMIC INFORMATION OF DEGREE q LINKED 
WITH AN EXTENSION OF FISHERS INFORMATION 
BERNADETTE BOUCHON, FRANQUIBERTO PESSOA 
We introduce the Fisher's information of degree q, q e 2/V*, of a given random variable X, 
with a density function depending on a parameter 0, 6 e 0, the average Fisher's information 
of this variable when the parameter is itself random, and the logarithmic information of degree 
q which characterizes this one. We exhibit relations concerning these 3 quantities and we more 
particularly obtain extensions of the inequality of Cramer-Rao and properties of non-additivity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the probability space (Q, 0$, P), where Q is an Euclidean space, 
S8 the Borel cr-algebra on Q and P the probability law of a random variable on 08; 
we suppose that P is absolutely continuous with regard to the Lebesgue measure; 
its density f(x\&) with respect to this measure depends on a parameter 9e 0 £ R. 
We suppose that the parameter 9 is unknown and we estimate a function g(9) 
of this parameter with the help of a statistic T. A well known means of measuring 
the quality of Tis to use the inequality of Cramer-Rao. It gives a good lower bound 
of the variance Var (T) of the estimator in the case where Tis unbiased, as a function 
of Fisher's information: 
(l) lx(0)=\i^n)f(x\B)éx 
The following inequality 
(2) Var (T) Si 
- Г Л°gД*l 
gЏ 
is generally obtained, provided that some regularity conditions concerning the density 
f(x\9) are satisfied; more particularly, it requires the possibility of differentiating 
under the integral sign [7]. 
The quantity ix(0) measures the information about g(9) which is contained in the 
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observation of X and which is deduced from the utilization of T It can be connected 
with the comparison of two probability laws defined by near values 9 and 9 + A9 
of the parameter, this comparison being established with the help of a divergence 
or an information gain [1]. 
Several generalizations have been obtained dealing on the one hand with Fisher's 
information and on the other hand with the inequality of Cramer-Rao in the non 
regular case in some cases [9], or regarding 9 itself as a random variable [4], introduc-
ing new parameters in the definition of Fisher's information [2], establishing a connec-
tion with some measures of divergence [8]. 
In this paper, we propose to define Fisher's information of degree q, q e 2/V*, 
leading to a lower bound of the moment of order r = qj(q - 1) of the estimator T. 
In the case where the parameter 9 is also random, we define the average Fisher's 
information of degree q, and we give a new extension of the inequality of Cramer-Rao. 
We introduce the logarithmic information of degree q of the random variable 0, 
in order to exhibit non-additivity properties binding Fisher's information, average 
Fisher's information and logarithmic information of degree q. We further interprete 
the logarithmic information of degree q as a measure of the intrinsic information 
of the random variable 9; we look at the influence of an affine transformation of 9, 
or of its conditioning by another random variable, on the value of this information. 
Then we define the joint logarithmic information of two random variables and we 
exhibit a lower bound of this quantity involving two measures of the logarithmic 
information of degree q. 
By using an intermediate density between two given densities with parameters 9 
and 9', we establish a lower bound of the rth moment of the unbiased estimator 
Tof g(9), not requiring regularity conditions. 
Then we study the approximation of Fisher's information of degree q with the 
help of a ^-divergence for two densities of near parameters 9 and 9'. 
2. FISHER'S INFORMATION OF DEGREE q 
The probability measure of the random variable X is given by means of the density 
f(x\9) depending on the parameter 9, 9e 0 £ ( ! . 
Definition 1. For q e 2/V*, the Fisher's information of degree q of the random 
variable X is defined by 
(3) m.jjmmjmtx 
It is obvious that I2X(9) = Ix(9), defined in (l). 
Theorem 1. Under some regularity conditions, the estimator Tof the function g(9) 
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satisfies: 
(4) ( E w | T _ 9 ( 0 ) r ) . ^ - ^ _ 
with r > 0 such that l/g + 1/r = 1. 
Proof. By applying Holder's inequality, we get 
(Exw\T-g(e)\y>T'(xy« = 
This last quantity is equal to: 
Ö ) , „ dx = 
if we can differentiate under the integral sign, which gives result (4). Q 
In the case where T is an unbiased estimator of g(&), if <f(&) = E^IT— g(6)\', 
we obtain 
(5) <"(&) = A 
when q = 2 (r = 2), we find the inequality of Cramer-Rao again. 
Boekee [2] indicated that the equality holds in (4) if and only if: 
|d log/(x | f l ) | 
M( )(T-g( )) = K( ) '^"(^Г^) p.p 
where M(&) and K(&) are two positive functions which do not equal zero simultane­
ously. 
From the results of Boekee, we also deduce that the utilization of a statistic T 
with density fT(x | &) to estimate g(9) entails a loss of the information contained 
in the random variable. 
Theorem 2. With condition of differentiability under the integral sign, every statistic 
T satisfies; 
(6) i"nxp)=*m 
the equality holding if T is a sufficient statistic. 
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3. AVERAGE FISHER'S INFORMATION OF DEGREE q 
3.1. Generalized Inequality of Cramer-Rao 
We now suppose that the parameter 0 is itself a random variable, with density 
c(0), for 0 E 0 = [a, b\ s R and that we can differentiate g. Let / (x , 0) be the joint 
probability density. 
Definition 2. For q e IN*, the average Fisher's information of degree q of the 
random variable X is defined by 
W , W = J J o p | M ) V ( * , <>)*<<«» 
In the case where q = 2, Ferreira [4] generalized the inequality of Cramer-Rao 
in order to exhibit a lower bound of E(T — g(0))2, where E denotes the expectation 
with regard to f(x, 0). We show an analogous result, for any value of q, needing 
no regularity condition. 
Theorem 3. Let X be a random variable of density f(x I 0), where 0 is itself a random 
variable of density £,(0). Every statistic Tsatisfies the following inequality: 
where B = lim £,(0) ~x]e(T - g(Q)) - lim £.(0) ~X[0(T - g(0)), and r > 0 is such that 
0->b 6->a 
\\q + 1/r = 1. 
Proof. LetK = (Y f | T - a(0)|7(A-,0)dxd0YYf f ^ 1 ° g / ^ ^ Y / ( x , 0 ) d x d g Y / ? > 
with \\q + 1/r = 1. The inequality of Holder gives: 
K £ f f (T - g(0))f(x,Qyi'dJ°^~'-^ f(x,0yi« dxdO = 
JJfl !J!! 
If we integrate by parts the last quantity, we get: 
' (T - g(0))f(x, 0) dx|*=0 - f f
 8{T~9^f(x, &)dxdO = B + -e(g'(B)) 
a JeJn 80 
with the notation indicated in Theorem 3 and provided that the limit of £(0). 
. ~x (T - g(0)) exists for• 0 -> a
+ and 0 -» &". Inequality (8) follows. D 
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This results can also be written as, 
(9) ( E ^ j T - ^ r r ^ B^i{a3 
E , ( E X I U 9 | X 
diogt(e\x)^^1,'< 
ô 
where EA-|9 represents the expectation with regard to the probability density function 
f(x | 9) and Es)x the expectation with regard to the probability density function 
5(6 \x). 
In the case of an unbiased estimator Tof g(9), we obtain 
(ю) (Ч< Wlr = м Jq(X)1/q 
with notation cf(9) introduced in Section 2. 
3.2. Non-additivity 
We now show that Fisher's information of degree q can be connected with the 
corresponding average information, by means of a non-additivity property. 
Definition 3. For q e 2/V*, the logarithmic information of degree q of the random 
variable 6, with density 5(6), is defined by 
CD „.(,)_£(«>)>)*, 
It is easy to prove the following result. 
Theorem 4. For q e 2/V*, Fisher's information of degree q and the corresponding 
average and logarithmic informations satisfy the following inequality, if 5(6) and 
f(x | 6) are non-decreasing functions of 6: 
(12) Ji(X) ^ EB(IX(6)) + H«(9) 





/ / (x |0)š(0)dxd0 + J , 
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where F is the sum of the other terms of the binomial formula 
Hence: 
J%X) = I ľx( ) . ç(0) áO + (&) + F . 
When £(#) and f(x | 0) are non-decreasing functions of 0, E is positive and (12) 
is satisfied. CJ 
For q = 2, we get: 
F - 2 f f £*£&!*) *-2£*g)/(, I *) fi(fl) djc d0 -
J n J e SO 30 
= 2{^immde[
sJM3dx^ 
L oo w L so 
-' log fl) . 
( в)d9A£/( lИ)d,, 
provided that we can differentiate under the integral sign. The last quantity equals 
zero and this entails the equality in (12). 
Conversely, for q + 2, we can exhibit densities f(x, 0) and £,(&) such that this 
equality does not hold. Let us consider, for example: 
f(x,O)\=X02 l f *e[O,V(2/0)] et 0 e [ l , N / 3 ] 
m 
= 0 otherwise 
= 0 if 0 e [ l , V ' 3 ] 
= 0 otherwise 
It comes: 
f(x\9)l=x9 if xe[0,V(-/~] 
^ ' ' [ = 0 otherwise. 
jr«(X) = 2 « ^ 3 ^ ~ - ^ 
2 - 9 
- ^ - K g ) ) " ^ ' " ' l=H«(9). 
2 - q 
It is easy to see that: J"(X) > EB(IX(&)) + H"(&). 
Corollary. For q e N*, Fisher's information of degree q and the corresponding 
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average and logarithmic informations satisfy the following additivity property, 
whatever may be the densities f(x | 9) and £,(&), provided that we can differentiate 
under the integral sign: 
(13) J"(X) = Ee(l\(9)) + H*(9) 
if and only if q = 2 . 
However, we remark that, in the case where q + 2, equality (13) may hold for some 
densities for example: 
f(x 9)1= ll° i f xe[0,9] and 0 e [ l , 2 ] 
J{- ' > I = 0 otherwise 
m r 1 if 0e[1>2] 
w ' = 0 otherwise. 
Then, we get: 
J%x) = ^^zA = m m 
1 - q 
H"(9) = 0 . 
Minkowski's inequality allows us to obtain another inequality concerning the 
various informations of degree q. 
Theorem 5. For q e 2/V*, Fisher's information of degree q and the corresponding 
average and logarithmic informations satisfy the following inequality: 
(14) Jq(X)l"> g Ee(Fx(9)Y^ + H"(9)
1/q, 
the equality holding if and only if 9 is uniformly distributed. 
Proof. We have 
By using Minkowski's inequality, we get: 
^ ( f I'M t(P)*0)* +H\9)1'* , 
which yields (14). 
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The equality holds if and only if 
ato8/(*|tf)Mjgaio8<.(g) for K > 0 > 
89 89 
therefore f(x \ 9) = tffff c(x). 
By integrating both sides with respect to x, we necessarily get £(0) as a constant. • 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE LOGARITHIC INFORMATION OF DEGREE 4 
The logarithmic information of degree q e 2/V* defined in (11) cannot be regarded 
as a kind of Fisher's information, since the variable and the parameter are the same. 
However, it turns out to be important when the parameter 9 of the density of X is 
also a random variable, as it is the case in Theorem 4 and its corollary. 
It is easy to check that: 
H"(ff) ^ 0 , 
the equality holding if and only if 9 is uniformly distributed. 
This property, as well as the additivity property in the case of independent random 
variables, points out the fact that this quantity is an interesting measure of the in-
trinsic information of a random variable of continuous type. 
4.1. Affine transformation of the random variable 
We study the influence on the logarithmic information of the affine transformation 
h(y) = cy + d, for c 6 R* and de R. Let v = h(9) be the transformed random 
variable, with density rj(v) = (l/c) £(9). It is easy to see that: 
Theorem 6. For q e 2/V*, the logarithmic information of degree q of the random 
variable v satisfies the equality: 
(15) H"(v) = - H"(9) . 
4.2. Conditioning of the random variable 
We now suppose that 9 is conditioned by another random variable a, taking its 
values in A s R of density 03(a). Let C(9\a) be the conditional density function; 
we prove a sub-additivity property of the logarithmic information of degree q. 
Definition 4. For q e 2/V*, we call logarithmic information of degree q of 9 condi-
tioned by a the following quantity; 
(16) H«(0|«) = £ £ ( ^ ^ ) J c H « ) o > ( M ) d « d 0 
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Then, we get: 
Theorem 7. The logarithmic information of degree q of the random variable 0 
conditioned by a satisfies the following inequality, provided that we can differentiate 
under the integral sign: 
(17) H"(9) ^ H"(0 | a ) , 
the equality holding if 0 and a are independent. 
Proof. We have 
It comes: 
£(0) = f £(0 | «) co(a) da V0 e 0 . 
\d í(e | a) co(a) da 
«•(»)- jt^smjmM. 
C( | a) co(a) da 
Ę( ) d = 
d{(6\a) , . \' 
v ' L co(a) da \ 
C( | a) w(a) da / 
]M d . 
By considering 
we get 
Ф|ö) = J ^ и ^ , 
C( j a) ш(a) da 
( ) = 
дC( | a) 
. C ( | a ) 
H(a\6)áa\ Z(e)áO. 
We apply Jensen's inequality 
m ^ f If /ai o gy|«)YK a , e)d \ ^)dfl = 
= f f ( g l 0 8 ^ l a ) Y C(o | «) «<«) d« d0 = H«(0 | a) . • 
4.3. Joint logarithmic information of degree q 
Let 6 and a be two random variables of respective densities £(9) and co(a), 0 6 0 , 
a e A. We denote by g(&, a) their joint density function. 
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Definition 5. For q e 2/V, the joint logarithmic information of degree q of two 
random variables 0 and a is defined by <i8) ^=urs°n+r^]^* 
This quantity satisfies a super-additivity property with regard to the logarithmic 
information of degree q, which can be expressed as follows: 
Theorem 8. The logarithmic informations of two random variables 0 and a and 
their joint logarithmic information of degree q satisfies the following inequality, 
provided that we can differentiate under the integral sign: 
(19) 13(9, a) £ //"(a) + H%0 | a ) , 
the equality holding if 0 and a are independent, 
Proof. The logarithmic information of 0 conditioned by a equals 
(20) «.(* |«) - 1 ( £ p 8 i £ W ) > I«) d») „<«) d„ = 
-iirw<""-
On the other hand, 
mAdB\ 
"*(«) = I Г ^ й ) Y c o W d « = Г J f - * L . I ю(a)da . 
e(0, «) d0 
* Je 
gg(e,«) \" 
•U **•") f # , a ) d 0 
We apply Jensen's inequality: 
fdQ(e,<x)\' 
By using together results (20) and (21), we obtain (19). rj 
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5. FISHER'S INFORMATION OF DEGREE q FOR AN INTERMEDIATE 
DENSITY BETWEEN TWO GIVEN DENSITIES 
For two given densities f(x | 0) and f(x | 0'), 0 and 0' e 0, Vincze [9] used the 
following intermediate density; 
(22) V,,(x | «) = (1 - «)/(* I 0) + af(x | 0') 0 g « g 1 . 
in order to prove an inequality of Cramer-Rao without any regularity condition, 
in the case of the classical Fisher's information. 
We now obtain an analogous result for Fisher's information of degree q, by 
considering the unbiased estimator a of a defined by 
(23) =
 T(x) - g( ) 
g( ')-g( ) ' 
where Tis also an unbiased estimator of g(9). 
Theorem 9. Let q e 2/V*. For two densities f(x \ 0) and f(x \ 0'), 0 and 9' e 0, 
the Fisher's information of degree q of the random variable X with density function 
h90,(x | a), depending on a, defined in (22), satisfies for the estimator a: 
1 
(24) (Eja - i f >= 
IX(«)
1/?' 
with r > 0,1/a + l/r = 1, where Ea denotes the expectation with regard to the density 
Vo<(* I a ) 
Proof. From Holder's inequality, we get (Eja — a | r ) 1 / r . Ix(a)
i/q = 
/ay,,(* | g)\« \1/9 
= ( |a - «|r !!fl,8'(
x | ») dx ' 
o \ ^s.e'^ | «) / 
8h8,9-(x 1 oe) 
Ув'(* | a) dx / ^ 
^ f (a - «) y,.(jc | a) 1 / r — - ^ j - h,Ax | «) 1 / ? dx = 1 
JB Vr(*|°0 
Hence, inequality (24) follows. • 
By using Minkowski's inequality, we find an upper bound of Ea|a - a|
r involving 
the rth absolute central moments of T: 
Ejá - a|r = 
TM - gt 
r) - g( ) 
( l - a ) Д x | 0 ) d x + 
T(x)-9( ') 
g( ') - g( ) 
+ 1 - a\ af(x | 0') dx 
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Thus: 
(25) (Eaja - a | ' )
1 / r S IX*) - g(Q) oW)-9(ě) 
a (1 - a ) j ( x | 0 ) d x ) + 
| T ( x ) - Ä + 1 _ a a Д x | 0 ' ) d x 
W) - 9( ) 
s ( Í J ^ ) ľ ( i - а ) / ( ) t | 9 ) d Ғ + ( í / ( i - o , ) Л ï | в ) d T 
Цҳ)-вП J\ uf(x\0')dx + (\ ( l - a ) r a / ( x | 0 ' ) d x ) S 
g( ') - g( ) 
[(1 - a) 1 / r ď-(Oyr + a 1 V ( 0 ' ) 1 / r ] + a(l - a) 1 / r + (1 - a)a 1 / r 
" W) - m\ 
where <f(0) = J n |T - g(0)\
rf(x | 0) dx and <rr(0') = j f l | T - g(0')\
r f(x | 0') dx . 
In the case where the rth absolute moment of T is independent of 0 and equals 
<f(0) = <f(0') = ar, it yields the following lower bound 
(26) <y\lr > sup s u p T - i a(l - a) 1 / r - ( l - a) a 1 / r l MQzji^. 
K ' ' ~ . o [l\(ayi« V ' V ' J ( l - a ) 1 / r + a 1 / r 
6. FISHERS INFORMATION OF DEGREE q AND cp-DIVERGENCE 
We consider the (^-divergence for two densities f(x | 0) and f(x | 0'), 0 and 0' e ©, 
introduced by Csiszar and Perez (cf. [3], [6]) with the help of a real-valued convex 
function <p, which possesses derivatives until the (q + l)th order: 
(27) G,(0' | |0) = £ ( ? , ( M ^ ^ / ( x | 0 ) d x . 
6.1. Approximation of Fisher's information of degree q 
We prove: 
Theorem 10. Let q e 2/V*. If <p is a real-valued function, convex and which possesses 
derivatives until the (q + l)th order, the (q - l) first being null in x = 1, the oth 
being non-null, and if the density j is differentiable with respect to 0, then the Fisher's 
information of degree q of the random variable X satisfies 
(28» ,w-A)'™iw1^-ia°{m-',{1))} 
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Proof. We note 0' — 0 = A0 and we use a Taylor's expansion of order 1 of function 
jin a neighbourhood of 0: 
G,(fl + A0| |0) - ] " * ( - + ~ 9 J ^ + °(°2))f(x I 6) dx • 
where jd denotes the derivative of j with regard to 0. 
We now expand the function q> up to the order q in the neighbourhood of 1: 
GJO + A0| |0) = f U(l) + u <p'(l) + ... + * <pM(l) + 0(A6"+1)\f(x | 0) dx , 
with u = A0 [f'g(x | 0)/j(x | 0)] + O(A0)
2. Since the (q - l) first derivatives of <p 
equal zero at the point x = 1, it comes 
GJ6 + A0| |0) = cp(l) + - f ({A&fJ&j3 + O(A0rA'V)(l)+ Q(A0*+l))f(x\Q)dx 
q i J AVV j(x I 0) / / 
= q>(i) + -----. ? w ( i ) / «m + o(A0)"+1. 
«! 
We deduce (28) immediately, 
Examples of functions (p allowing to approach Fisher's information of degree q 
are the following: 
q>x(u) =. (w - 1)« » e B + 
^>2(u) = e
( B - 1 ) * , M6ffi+ 
y '(") = ^i ^ T T ^ - 1 ' M e W + ' f o r B G - 0 ' 1 ] -((1 - a) + ecu)" 
It is easy to see that: 
G<fi(&'\\&)=l\Xa), 
whatever may be 0 and 0' e 0, a e [0, 1], q e 2/V*. 
6.2. Lower bound of the rth absolute central moment of an estimator 
In the case where a -» 0, inequalities (24) and (25) give the following result, concern-
ing the rth absolute central moment of the unbiased estimator T of g(6) introduced 
in Section 5: 
(29) ^ s u p l # l ^ , 
V ' KJ~e> l i m T K a ) ' - 1 
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If GP1(0'| |0) and GVl(0| |0') are finite, it is easy to see that 
Iim *-<«) " f (7Ti5 - O'^* I 0) dv • = G-(0'l l0) • 
«-*<> Jfi\/(x|0) / 
Thus, we obtain a lower bound of the 7-th absolute central moment of T, as a func-
tion of a <pj-divergence; 
Theorem 11. If GVl(B\ |0') and G?1(0'| |0) are finite, the rth absolute central moment 
of the unbiased estimator Tof g(9) satisfies the inequality 
u ~ / G^e'W&r1 
where X is the random variable of density f(x | 0). 
(Received March 22, 1984). 
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